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Tired of Slaving Away From 9-5? Laid off? Need Extra Cash? Medical Bills? Is the Recession Raining On

Your Parade? Why not start your own website? Start Your Very own Online Internet Marketing Business

In Less Than One Month! These strategies for setting up an internet marketing business quickly will have

you up and running your own virtual money making machine faster than any bank could ever foreclose on

your house. In fact, you might find it embarrassing that you have so much extra cash while your friends

and colleagues still struggle to make ends meet! From: Timm Miller Dear Budding Netpreneur, Just what

exactly is a netpreneur? That is a hybrid of two words.-- Net, which is short for the internet and

Entrepreneur, which is the term used for a resourceful business person. If you are thinking of opening an

online business, then that is exactly what you will be doing. You will be using your intelligence, innovation

and personal skills to make money on the internet. What if I told you that you can quit your job and that

you could work in your housecoat from anywhere in the world? What if I told you that you could have a

lucrative online business thriving within thirty days from now, allowing you to pay off your credit card debt,

quit your job or buy your kid a college education? Are you - * Sick of working nine to five? * Laid off? *

Bored with your current career path? * Tired of commuting to work? * A swamped student who needs

more time to study? * A desperate single mother? * Saddled with a large debt? * Daunted by large

medical bills? * Disabled? * In need money for your own or your kid's education? * Trying to recover from

stock market crashes? * Wanting to spend more time with loved ones? * Sick of being tricked by money

making scams? Want to start living the life that you always dreamed of - STARTING RIGHT NOW? Then

you just clicked on the right web page. I have sifted through all the information that is out there on the

web about starting your own internet marketing business, and have distilled it all down to one, perfectly

clear critical path that you can follow - so that you can be up and running with your own internet business

in less than one month. Consider the convenience of doing this, rather than opening some kind of

business like a store! It could take you several months of planning to accomplish that! Being a

entrepreneur is much easier. You can be up and running and making money in just a few days. I didn't

just stumble across this information. Consider my story. My career was thriving in the nineties. I had built
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up a nice monthly salary and was financially secure for many years. Like many people, I never saw this

most recent crisis coming I never thought that one day I would go from being gainfully employed at a

respectable computer company to being an unemployed person with dwindling savings - thanks to the

terrible things going on in the economy. One day, my secure little universe fell apart! I was laid off and

everything was over! Then the economic forecasters got on television and started talking about the bad

news. Then the bad news became a reality as the recession hit my personal savings and I lost thousands

of dollars. Before long I found myself high and dry with no choices, bills piling up, and a hungry family to

support. Several months passed and then I got that letter - the letter from the bank. If you do not pay your

mortgage, we are going to foreclose on your house. I found myself looking for a job, but I wasn't having

much luck. The jobs that I was qualified for were just not as common as they were over a decade ago.

Not that I was not working at all! I found myself working at a retail job that was way beneath by

qualifications, and before I knew it I was working two terrible jobs - and still not making enough to take

care of the basics. I needed to do something fast, and I needed whatever I was going to do to bring me

enough money to save my house - within thirty days! That is when I decided to start my own internet

business to try and save the day. Let's face it - when the chips are down, you don't have time to waste. I

spent every single second of my time researching the most expedient ways to create an online business

and have it up and running and lucrative within 1 month. That is exactly how my eBook One Month to

Your Own Online Business came to be - it was the brainchild of desperation and necessity. In fact, this is

exactly why I consider it to be a great book. The concepts in it are the product of great duress. I simply

could not afford to put anything into action that possibly could fail, because to do so would mean I would

fail myself, I would fail my family and I would lose my house! In my ebook you will learn - * How to

understand the different types of internet business and quickly decide which one is for you. * How to

immediately begin an internet marketing business that is recession proof and thrives. * How to start a

business immediately without having to put any money down for advertizing. * How to find a product or

service that people want or need, so that your business transcends dire economic predictions about

bankruptcy * How to build a website to promote your business, without spending way too much money

You will also benefit from following the user friendly step by step guidelines in this book that are based on

one simple business model. If you follow this business model that was developed by me you will start

earning money very quickly! The business model that I have invented is self-sustaining, and improves



with effort. The more marketing effort you invest in this one business model the better off you will be.

Even better, the business model that I have invented for you is absolutely fool proof. You can build a

business empire using it that can viably and realistically ring in thousands of dollars a month using very

little start up capital. However, I don't recommend running your website forever on next to no capital! It is

going to need to expand and grow. I made sure that the business model that I chose to develop was

scalable. Yet another quality of my website model is that it is completely self-sufficient. You do not have

to monitor and babysit it day and night. It runs itself on autopilot. Are you ready to get practical? Are you

ready to take your financial and career problems in hand and do something about it? You Won't Find a

Better Business Model About How to Build a Successful Internet Marketing Business ANYWHERE! The

Information in the eBook is simple, contemporary and focuses you like a laser beam solely on those

techniques that will work to make you money. In One Month To Your Own Online Business I teach you: *

How to set up a business that supplies information to people. * How to get people to pay for information. *

How to identify a genuine consumer need (such as relief for chronic back pain) and completely exploit it. *

How to market things by presenting a problem and then providing a solution. * How to avoid creating a

product that there is absolutely no demand for by doing some preliminary market research thoroughly and

properly! * How to use the number 1 question and answer website on the net to do your market research,

and then use this information to create information products. * How to use another great site to determine

people's questions and goals in life and what they really want. * How to use Myspace and similar social

networking sites to determine the kind of information that people are interested in... * How to decipher the

Yahoo! Directory and mine it an inch wide and a mile deep to find the information you need. * How to

create a profitable market niche by determining whether there is money to be made by using Google

Adsense. * Where to find the number one free keyword research tool on the web. * How to use Clickbank

to source a suitable product to sell so that you are not selling an item that is already being sold to death

by someone else. * How to make money writing lenses and publishing them on a mini-site for Squidoo. *

How to submit articles effectively to top article directors such as Ezine articles. * How to send targeted

visitors to your web pages using paid advertising. * How to send targeted visitors to your web pages

without putting a cent down. * How to use forums (places where like minded visitors meet to discuss

common topics of interest) to find a needed niche. * Why becoming a member of a forum is the best thing

that you can do to find new customers and have them develop faith in what you have to sell. * How to use



social sites like facebookand myspaceto create traffic and links. * The name of the program online that

can help you submit your site details to 27 of the major social bookmarking sites at once. * How to

promote your business on the internet by using a video. * Where to find a free video animation program

that allows you to create your own video within seconds, and also embeds it automatically into the social

networking sites like facebook and myspace. * How to shoot and edit a video using a videocam using an

effective online program. * The best program for uploading your video to the leading networking sites

including YouTube, Google Video, Yahoo Video and others. * How you can write articles that generate a

long term flow of traffic to your site. * The ideal length and keyword density that is required nowadays for

your article to draw the most visitors to your website. * A shortlist of the all star directory sites for

submitting articles. Almost every bit of wisdom above is lavishly illustrated with live real time screen shots

that have been clipped from my own work, using the website. This way you are never confused by what

you see when you click on one of my recommended web tools or websites. You will know exactly what to

do step by step because the visuals of how I did it are right there for you to recognize. Quite simply, this

ebook is unlike every other one that is currently being marketed about this topic. Do you know how most

of the books you find about this subject are written? A self-help guru hires a writer from a workplace

auction site like guru or elance, and then hires a professional ghostwriter to crib material from free

sources online or from other ebooks. This material is then sold to you, even though it is very stale advice.

I promise you that what is in this book has not only been tested and proven by me, but it is also going to

give you that edge, because it is up to date and cuts out all the fluff and frivolous information that is

usually included by ghostwriters. So are you ready to make big profits using your own website now?"

Currently I am offering you One Month to Your Own Online Business for only Why am I able to give this

away so cheaply? First of all I need to make some money for putting together these secrets for you. Also,

it fits into the budget of most people out there who need to set up their own online business the most. I

wanted to make it accessible to the humblest of beginning marketers, and yet at the same time not make

any advanced marketer feel cheated in any way for receiving information that may seem redundant to

them. In other words, I wanted this book to be of benefit to both advanced and beginning marketers

without breaking their budgets. This was part of my ambition - a way of coming down on all those

self-styled internet gurus who have led us all so astray. Remember that the difference between those who

are successful and those who aren't has to do partly with the amount of action that they take. Your first



action towards taking that first step towards success is to click on the order button below and start taking

action towards your goals right now. Perhaps you have been a marketer who gave up the game years

ago when you figured that it was like trying to swim against the tide. Maybe you want to give it a second

chance. If you have tried online business and have been banging your head against the proverbial brick

wall trying to make it work, then this book is going to ease your headaches. Finally, you will find the way

out of what seemed an impossible dead end - making money with that website that you have been

thinking of setting up, but have found the right way of doing it. So it is time for you to decide... Are you

ready to make good profits from your own website quickly and easily? Can you really afford to pass on

this opportunity? YES! I AM READY TO CREATE MY OWN WEBSITE *Yes! I want to learn those up to

the minute marketing strategies that the real gurus have been concealing from me so they can have all of

the profits. *Yes! I want to learn all about online marketing and the tactics for setting up my own website.

*Yes! I want to learn all about RSS feeds and how I can burn my feeds to drive targeted traffic to my site.

*Yes I want to know where I can submit my press releases for free. *Yes I want to know the very latest

techniques for creating and automating videos and posting them on YouTube to create business. *Yes! I

am ready and able to learn what it takes to learn how to socially bookmark so that my website constantly

brings back more visitors month after month after month. *Yes! I am committed to making a significant

change to my financial and business situation by putting these plans into action right away. BUY THIS

INTERNET MARKETING MANUAL NOW AND BE YOUR OWN BOSS! It's time to get in the know like

thousands of other satisfied and successful marketers and order my eBook! There are no shipping costs,

as the entire package is an instant download. Order Now For Only $4.99! To your success, Timm Miller

info@4-your-mind.com
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